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ABSTRACT
To determine whether the impressive rates for speed

reading (e.g., 500 words per minute) can be approximated in speed
listening, two experiments compares the comprehension .level -of'
material'heard at a normal speaking, rate withjhat heard.at
accelerated rates. In the fiist experiment, the major demonstration
experiment, three groups of college students--a control'group, a
group given three hours of training in liitening at normaI,speed, and
a group given an equal amount of training in speed listening--were
given comprehension tests. of (1) material presented at a normal
speaking rate, approximately 180 words per minute; (2) "skimmed"
material, having unnecessary words deleted so as to produce a
presentation rate of 230 words per minute (rate was determined by
dividing the number of words in the original passage by the number of
minutes it took to play back the'skimmed.version); (3) original
materialuspeeded up, with pitch correction, to 400 words per minute;
(4) material skimmed and accelerated to 500 words' per minute; and (5)

-new material (no presentation)..Whilecomprehension following speed
listening was below that following a normal presentation, the amount .

of information acquired per unit of listening time was greater under
Speed listening conditions. Surprisingly, practice in speed reading
had little_effect on comprehension, bothin this and in the second
experiment, which increased practice listening experience time to
about 16 hours. The document notes that, beyond its theoretical .

interest, research in speed listening can be applied to programs for
the readin disadvantaged and for situations where communication must
be restricted to auditory channels. (MM)
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A. Summary

The major purpose of this project was to determine if'

FINAL REPORT: Grant AQIE-G-81-0112

subjects could process speech information effectively when

they were required to listen to "skimmed" versions of tj

recorded passages played back at accelerated rates. It was

assumed that rapid reading rates are realized both by reading

words rapidly and by skipping over (skimming) some words, so

that not all words are actually rea4. This project simply

attempted to demonstrate that effective high-rate processing

through the auditory mode Could similarly be achieved. The

combination of skimming and frequency-controlled speech

acceleration resulted in effective listening presentation

rates of 5;00 words per minute (wpm).

Two experiments were completed. The basic' aSk involved

listening to a short passage followed by 'a t-est co sisting of .

6 short answer, 6 multiple choice, and 6 true-false

questions. Presentation rates'varied from 180 wpm (normal).

up to a maximum of .500 wpm. Some subjects had prior practice

with accelerated and skimmed presentations, others did not.

Test performance declined as presentation rate increased.

The only evidence that prior speed listening practice ..

k
facilitated performance appeared with. the fastest rates on

the tirst of two testing days. Efficiency, as measured by %-

the number correct per minute of study time, increased

directly with increases in presentation rate.
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B. Utilization of Research

"Speed Listening: Expfloring an Analogue of Speed

Reading" was clearly a demonstration project, designed .to

explore whether subjects can combine-7skimming" and rapid

processing skills foi extracting information from auditory A

presentations. The utility'of this research was in the

potential for application for reading disadvantaged

individuals and for situations where communication must be

restricted to auditory channels. Of course, the nature of

the advantage is in the reduction of time requirements for

gaining information. If this can be done effectively and

efficiently, then the approach may have considerable utility.

Project Personnel

1. Papers or Publications

Wallace, W. P., & Koury, G. Comprehension following

speed listening at 500 w9rds per minute. Paper

presented at 23rd Arinual Meeting of ttie

Psychonomic Society, Minneapolis, NoVember 11,

1982.

2. Research Collaborators

a. Wayne Carr, M.A. - Student assistant paid on an

hourly basis: Mr. Carr was admitted to the Ph.D.

program in Experimental Psychology in the Fall of
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1981. He began working on the Speed Listening

project on a limited bacis.duiing t e. latter part of

that semester. His professional int rests are in

biofeedback, and he will not be puraui g research i.n

speed listening for his doctoral dissertation.

b. Mary Ruth Glasgow, M.A. - Graduate Student

Research Assistant: Ms. Glasgow, was admitted to

the Ph.D.program in Experimental Psychdlogy in the

Fall of 1982. She worked on Vhe project during the

past Fall semester, and she is continuing to do so

this semester on a voluntary basis. Her

dissertation is in'the "planninestaWe. Ms.

Glisgow.is currently interested' in systematically

eitploring speed listening as a function of the

nature of the listening material and background

interests andcaptitudes of the listener.

c. Georgette Koury, B.A. - Graduate Student

Research Assistant: Ms. Koury was admitted to the

M.A. program in General Psychology in the Spring

semebter of 1982. She worked on the project during

the Spring of 1982 and the Fall of 1982. Prior to

this she had worked with the principal investigator

ab ati uudctgraduate student assistant. She is

,u,Lently working on project- related research this

5
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semester on a voluntary baWiis. Rey Master's tnsis

is in the "planning" stage, and her current

interests are in contrasting and, comparing speed

listening presentations with appropriate video

presentatiOns.

D. TeChnical Report

Introduction

In speed reading, impressive rates (e.g., 500 words per

minute) may actually be achieved by a combination
*

of two

different activities on the part of the reader. Most likely,

the reader will have read words at a 'high speed,(And he or

she will have skipped over some words. Thus, not all words

will have been read, and those that were read were likely

processed at a high speed. The purpose of the proposed

research is to develop and evaluate analogous procedures for

ptocessing information by listening.

Recorded speech will be accelerated. by combinip two

Lehuiyueb or compression; non-selective and selective

rcmuval or speech segments. In principle, non-selective

techniques involve removing very short segments of the speech

record (e.g., eVery other .02 sec. interval may be discarded)

and abutting the remaining segments in time. The technique

does not produce distortions in pitch. Se'lecti've techniques
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involve removing whole words or phrases,, specifically thoe
/

.

not "etsential." to the message. What remains of the ,message

may then be read directly onto a tape without any time gaps

or distortions. 4 It is important to preserve the appropriate
4

intonation patterns since these are known to be'relevant^for

intelligibility (Wingfield, 1975; Wingfield, Buttet, and

Sandoval, 1979). Selective editing can be done by computer

following ce tain word-deletion rules. This selective

deletion procedure may result in a processing activity:.

similar to that experienced by speed readers who actually

skim or skip over individual words. It should be noted that

the rates referred to in the speed-reading analogy are oil the

order of 500 words per minute (wpm). Thusjthe'validity of

unsubstantiated claims of extreme speed reading rates (e.g.,

promotional claims cans"triple your reading rate

while increasing .your comprehension") is ncet a relevant issue

to this project (see Carver, 1972).

The speaker-listener relationship provides two foci,fot.,

imppoving the efficiency of processing auditory information:

the output stage and the input stage. At the output level,
1%.,

the speaking rate can be increased to a point where it is

optimal for normal listening capacities. Research on

at.t.cleraLaJ speech has usually involved playing a recording

back at a speed taster than It was originally recorded, or

Iv
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removing small segmeh.ts of a speech sound and abutting the

remaining segments in time. The first technique normally

produces a noticeable frequency distortion that degrades the

intelligibility of the original message (e.g., Daniloff,

Shriner, & Zemlin, 1968; Kurtzrock, 1957; Wallace & Koury,

1981). The second technique does not produce frequency

distortions, and it is. the technique thit will be used in the

proposed research (nonselective deletion). The selective

deletion procedure represents a second-method for increasing

the effective speech rate. This procedure involves simply

removing "unimportant" .g-peech sounds (with the word the unit

of analysis) so the remaining message' contains only

"essential" words.

At the input level, it should be possible through

pro.41ce and training procedures to improve efficiency of

processing auditory information. It has been shown that

subjects who have had experience in listening to accelerated

speech comprehend more than nonexperienced 'subjects (e.g.,

Friedman & Orr, 1967: Orr,,Friedman,.& Williams, 1965).

Thus\ recorded messages will be presented at very rapid rates

by combLning the nonselective and selective compression

techniques, and listeners will be given practice with this

type of presentation.' The anticipated outcome is that

trained individuals will obtain "impressive" scores on
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comprehension tests over information contained in such

.presemtations. That is, they should achieve higher scores

than untrained individuals tested' over the same accelerated-

passages, and they should achieve score's that apprOximate the

scores of individuals who listen to the same passages

'presented at normal Iates. However, the savings in terms of

time may be considerable as the same information may be

conveyed, in one-third the time with the accelerated,

presentations compared with thf normal-rate presentations.

At this' point a comment about the concept, of compre-

hension is in order. At a general level comprehension is

most closely synonymous with understanding. However, the

comprehension process is quite complicated. First, testing

situations involve more than one type of comprehen,sion. For

example, isthe language undersrood by which information is

conveyed? Are the facts, tfftreilies, etc., presented in the

message understood? Are the implications,, inferences, etc.,

from statements in the message understood? One or more of

these aspects or comprehension may be involved9in any testing

t.tAttt invariably other processes'in addition to

..wilipireticnol.. are operating in the testing situation.

Len. pci formance may be influenced by

,,,thpteh,.1101. poceStseS (whatev,r these are), memory

ptoAsses st,enc.torral proesses, motivational processes

t,st e.peLict,ce, etc. Although labeled as comprehension, the

9
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.

interest in this project centers on a set of processes that

operate enabling a reader or listener to answer substantive

questions about a previously presented message.

In view of difficulties. with the, concept of 'compre-

herIpion and its measurement, the use of.different testing

procedures is particularly important (Carroll, 1972;*Orr,

1971). Although the multiple-choice method of.testing has

been the most popular, this project will also include other

testing procedures (e.g.,etrue-fafse,,short-answer).

Several experiments have indicated that both )Intel-

ligibility (identification of what was said) and

comprehension of accelerated speech improve with practice

(Miller & Licklider, 1950; Orr & Friedman, 1967; 1968; Orr,

et al., 1965; §hields, 1975; Voor & Miller, 1965; Wallace &

Koury, 1981), although there is some question about whether

appropriate coytrol groups have dlways .been used (Foulke &

bcicht, 1969). There have also beet. occasions where-there

has beeti little evidence for improvement with practice (e.g.,

kalibants, Guttman, & Miron, 195.7; Lass, Foulke, Nester, &

Cumerci, 1975). However, at this point it is important to

.1, draw a distinction between the concepts of practice and

training. Most studies have dealt with practice that

coualated of just listening to accelerated speech. Friedman

and Orr (1961) did present summaries of key words prior to

10



listening practice, and Resta (1971) gave unspeeded feedback,

previews of specific words And gradually increasing 'rates.

But, in general, investigation of training programs other

than just practice listening represents a relatively

unexplored area. Experiments investigating practice in ,

listening to compressed speech usually involve relatively

brief practice periods,, although Orr and Friedman (1968) gave
ti

,

their subjects approximately 35 hours of massed practice over

five-day period.

The 'proposed project grew out of an interest tin a

phenomenon of speed listening and long-range considerations

of its applied potential. Considerable savings n time could

be achieved in those situations in which speech communication

must be relied on (e.g., 4 reading" for the blind)-. Future

development of speed listening progws-and facllities could

reduce disadvantages that blind students face in obtaining

text information. It is'not uncommon for sighted students .to

be reading at 250-500 wpm, whereas normal braille reading

rates are about 110'Wpm- 'and normal speaking rates may vary

It

around 140 to 190 wm,

Al the the-oref al le'vel the concern is with the

viaL111Ly of a speed-listenitg phenomenon. That is, is

speed-11acening contraindicated by logical considerations or

prevailing theoretical tonceptualizations? The state of the'
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4 .
...a t in theorizi4.abOnt 'speech perception is nofnearly am

"4--complete to'render'a;phenomenon of speed listen.ing (at the
c k e r --

_

...levels envisioned in this project) as inadmissahle.,A This'
.

. --,

.' , . ''''. 1._

. . .

certalnlyAziOes -lint %mean that, there can be no skeptics, butl,

rather ,that -the question can be'%addresaed.
Research on accelerated speech has not promoted too much

theoretic-al activity. A_report by Meadows (1975) entitled:
\

"Towards a Theory. of Rate-Controlled Speech"- prOvided.faw

theoretical insightd. :Ratherthan being's theoretical paper

as the title implies, it was simply a call for- standardizing

procedures and reporting praCtices in this as a

,necessary prelude eo the emergence of thepry. Sticht' (1972;

1975) presented d position that auding develops prior to

reading, and the acquisitiom of reading skills develops from

. intelligence and auding skills. Further, the maxima for

auding and reading rates will bethe same given the full

development of reading-decoding skills, Sinde reading uses

the same language base and.the same cbnceptdal base as

auding, &tich argued that maximum ,reading and listening

gyrates must be the same.. This is a counterintuitive position;

11olrmally, reported reading rates are far in excess of' .

`reported listening rates. StiCht made a reasonable case 'flit.

closely examining whether the commonly accepted difference. in

ti
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reading and listening rates is more apparent than reel.
-

argued_' that when each word is? actually read .for reading (that

.is, individUakWOrdi are not Skipped). and each word-i8 spoken
- A

for.axding,;thenAilaximal. rates' for both are between 25.0 and
4

300 wpm.' &t -is of inters 0 to note that equivalent levels of

reading .and listening comPrehensiori have been reported for

presentation speeds. of 180;. 250, and 380 wpm (Hausfeld,

1981). Stiohi did 110V address the Issue of skimming in
4

auding, but it is consistent w±th his approach that if

information canAbeobtained effectively from kimming in

reading, '14iiirould also be ,possible to obtain information
, .

effectively 'from, parallel operations inauding.'

The relationship between speech and, reading is complex..

Speech had been regarded as a relatively simple acquisition

in contrast to the considerable difficulty involved i

learning to read (Cooper,1972; Jenkins & Liberman--; 1972;

Mattingly 1972; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972). .Certainly,,

there is lise formjinstruction in.understanding dpoken

language tompared.to written language, theformer skill comes

earlier in development than 'the latter, spo n communication

is highly develOPed in most.tultures:Whereas written come-

munication is very primitive or nonexistent i some cultures,

- and.the blind have little difficulty in master ng a spoken
- 0

language whereas the deaf have considerple dif icultylwith
R
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written language. "The apparent naturalness of listening

does not mean that "it is in all respects a more efficient.

process. . ..Listening is always a slower process: even when

---speech is artificially speeded up-in-a- war'--Which- preserves

frequency relationships, 400 words per' minute is about the

maximum possible rate" (Mattingly, 1912;4 125). There

seems to be a paradox here in that spoken language is viewed
_

as primary, natural, and easier to coati bi4than written

lapguage. Yet, in fermit-' f time and efficiency in

communicating information, reading is. considered superior.

At this time identification of a maximum listening

s.is preiature.: Based on their review of the literatPre,

FO lke'and Sticht (1969) concluded; "'it is clear that an
.r,

d uatetraining experience for improi/ing he comprehension

of accelerated speech hai'yet to-be firun
. .

-(0. 60) Of

-course,:there must be limits on human processing-capicitiei,

and it is true that some expe.rts. have indicates that 400 lom

may be 'near. that capacity Foulke.&. Sticht," 1967;

Gerber & Scott, 1971; Overmann, 1971)./. However ',the simple

tactic of combining nonselectiiresampaing procedures with

selective sampling procedures haa mot:mein Oplored. this

combinatiOn will fOrce listleiners to process itr:a rapid-rate
. . - J,

t;

and to-"skim" in listening: The results,,in-t,erMa of.the--

ef,

14
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original passages may be listening, rates approximately twice

as fait as what has been considered maximal. Practice *ill

most likely be,pecessary if individuals are to process

informatidn contained in such abbreviated ant-adcelerate0,

messages effectively.

The prevailing viewpoint, is that the rate of prOesping

information by listening cannot match the rate of effective

processing by reading. It has been claimed that: "There is
e

a certain sense to the,exploration of that tdol [time-

compressed speech], but I.think we know that it 'canppt

succeed because there is only an incomplete analogy between

the processing QT _information in the visual reakiing and

auditory senses . . . Hence a vast amoupt of information cap

be stored in print and can e
sscanned by the eye in-a variety

of ways and at a variety of rates., The ear has a high

capacity to perform temporal resolutions, but it has'acquired

this ability at the expense of not being able to perform

anything like the eye's scanning" (Deese, 1971, p. 250). The

reader can control the reading to a certain extent and can

skip- over words and-phrases, whereas the listener cannot'

control the content or pace of input (see Just & Car nter,

1

19S0). In contrast, Sticht (1975) hasargued impressively

that reading and auding rates per se are subject to the same
4

limits and are like y quite comparable when each word is read

15
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or spoken. No'major effort at training speed liStening has

been tried, so.it is not known whether anything analogous to

scanning can be carried.out.by the ear. The selective.

sampling procedure introduced in this p Ojett represents an

experimenter-controlled scanning forced upon listener; and

when combined with nonselective sampling procedures, ef =\

fective listening rates may be produced that provide close

to occurapproximations to the more 'rapid ,processing assumed

with visual reading. '

In summary, the basic idea underlying the.prtsent,

apprpAch'to developing spied listening skills, is based:On

thisparallel.between reading proeesses Ind listening

processes. When every single word is processed in sequence,

then'the optimal reading and listening rates should be

similar. However, it is known that reported.,reading rates

commonly exceed the maximal levels that have been achieved in

listening. It is reasonable to assume that very rapid

reading raes are realized because every individuilword has

not been processed, that is, readers skip over words and skim

while reading. Arguments have been made from physiological

data that it is not possible to read words as fast as some of

the extreme.dlaims would have us believe. The purpose .of

`,/

16



. this project, was to explore the range"of optimal listening

rates by combining pitch-corrected, accelerated playback

procedures with skimming in listening to recorded,materialo

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was the major demonstration experiment. It

involved three groups of subjects; a control group, that

moo practice 'prior to the critical test days, a

goup that had three one-hoir practice sessions listening to

normal-rate speech only prior to thecritical test .days, and

a group that had three one-hour speed-4isteriing,practice.

sessions prior .to the,critical test days. Therewere two

critical test days.,', with subjects!taking.live different tests

each day. The tests consisted of 18 questions (6 short

answer, 6 multiple choice, and 6 true-false) There were

five different listening conditions: On each test day one

original pasgage Wa's presented at a normal speed'(N)

(approximately 180 wpm), one "ekimmed"ILpassage was.presented

at a normal speed .(S)"(risulting.in an effective rate of
,;)

approximately 210 wpm)', one original'passage was presented at_

1. An essay tes was 111gb included, but an error was made in

administering,thi oiest-4n the first replication. The error

did not affect the other tests.



the accelerated rate (AN) (approximately 400 wpm), and one

skimmed pa'ssage was presented at'the accelerated speed (AS)

(an effective rate of approximately 50Q wpm)..' The fifth test

was given without benefit on any presentation of the

appropriate passage (0). This condition prOvides a baseline

control, for estimating the levels of performance 'that, result

from guessing, "testwise" subjects,i and inforMation sulitects

knew before the experiment. Thus:there were 15 conditions

in,the experiment resulting from the combinationof the three

practice conditions and the five listening-rate conditions..
S

The former variable was a between-groups manipulation and the
ir

litieer variable was a:within-groups manipulation.

Method

Materials. The materials used for this study consisted

'of excerptS from short stories and factual. essayi. They were

selected from a wide range of sources. The-accompanying

comprehension questions.were taken from those that were

published with thea says, if any were available,-but more

frequently, they were prepared,bY the vroject personnel. -A

total of 32 listeningresentAtions were recorded in both an

original, intact version and in a "skimmed" (word-deleted)

'version.: The nature of the skfmming will be discussed in

more detail in the next - section. For each passage the
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necessary questions were selected' or prepared. I dtvi'duals

preparing test questions, only had access to. the original,

intact versions of the essays.

Ten of the 32 passageswere selected for use as the

critical test passages. The remaining paisages provided

ma1terial'for'Usedduring practice days. The ten..passages used

for, the two test days rsngtd in length Irom,approximately 900

words to approximately 1,675 words, with a mean length of

approximately 1,200. words. The range of:,topics represented
4

by the iest.passages may be seen from the Hating of titles

in. Table '1.

The tests for each of the ten passages.identified:i

Table'1 were administered equally often rose subjects on7
the .first and days, and unde goch./of the five

listening conditions'. 'Also, for each test day the trporal

order of the five listening conditions las balanced, i.e.,
V

. I A

condition N was represented equally. often as the first,

Second, third, fourth; and fifth test of the day, etc.

Procedures for Producing Speed Listening. The rapid

listening rates in this experiment were achieved in two wayS.

First, individual words were simply skipped in reading the

passages for recording. Thus, two versions of each passage

were recorded: ntact version for which all of the words

in the passage w 'recorded, and a skimmed version that
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;

Ten Test Passages Identified .,By Title

"Eagles Over. Wyoming;"

Different Ametica"

"Exploring Antarctica"

"The Wonder of Water"

"The Mythology of Bachelorhood."
a

"Fit or Fat"

"My Father Played for Me,"

-The- Widower"

c,"

"Infiniti,HarizonS! Space After Apollo."

0'"RoW to Speak in Public"
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resulte*.in many"individualwortie being omitted when the

-,passa:ge 'leap recorded. -Sedond, the. recorded tapes were sped

up duriqg the ,pjayback period with frequency corrected. Thin

speech compression was- accomplished with the Varipeech II
.

':.speech coppressor. Both of these procedures reduce the

amount of time it takes to play 'beck', the passages,' compared

to the normal speed'playback.of the original,'intact

recording.

Rules for deleting words frOM passages were developed

and applied systematically to each passage-. An .effort-.was

made in developing these rules to focus on classes of words

that intuitively seemed less important toconveying meaning.

Table 2 summarizes the major rules, examples, and exceptions

used in deriving the skimmed versions of the passages. Ap-

plication
.

of these rulei to the test-paSsages.tesUlted in ,a.

21% to 31% reductron in the number-T,of-witl__an_ameraga

reduction in number of words contained in a passage of 25%.

The test TaSsages for the normal and skimmed,vetsions.

played back at normal recording speed averaged' 180. and

-
.

.230 wpm,. respeCtively.' It should be noted that for

skimmed passages a 230 wpm presentation rate.-is detetiined by

dividing the number of words in the origihalyersion of the,

passage 'by the number. of minutes it takes to:play'back the.

'.skimmed version. This procedure is common measuring
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.Table 2

Summary. of Word Deletion Rules, Examples, and Exceptions

Deletion Rule

Articles

Adverbs ,

Conjunctions

Possessive Pro-
nouns-

AuxiliaryVerbs.

Vague Quanti-
'-fiers

..

Dxclamations.

Idiomatic Ex-
pressions

Examples

a,,an, the

very, too, simi--
larly, etc., and
most words end-
ing in .1.2

:Exceptions

if followed by a
period or question
markl'or if preceded
by negation

and, but, or, if word preceding
until-, etc. , and.word:f011owing

conjunction are
identIcal .

my, hiii',. theit
etc: .-;

is, are, was,
etc, when fol-
lowing word ends
in ed or ing

some, almost,
every, sometimes,
etc.

ah,

on the.. other, hand,
so to speak, from
iime.to time, for
example, .among
othet ihings,aa
.a.mattr of fact,
it goes without.
saying, .etc.

if preceded by.
negation

Any italicizedWord,.
or any word begin
Wing with a .capital
letter excluding the
first word in a sen-
tence.
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reading sPeed, as no-effort is. made th,..rilite the aCthal

number of words read to. time. The playback -speed of the AN

and AS passages was determined on a passage-by-passage tasis.

A slightly:different sdtting on.the Varispeech.was determined .

forIeach original passage and each.skimmed passage.. The

setting was determined such thateach'AN passage was played

batk.it 400 wpm and each 'AS paimage Was, played back at an

effective,rate,of SOO wpm.

Procedures'. .The experimeht took kiA.ce over a five-day.

period. Each subject hailito be willing to serve in the

experiment fOr'one hour per day, Monday through, Friday; Each
4t-

subject w Old first appear at the laboratory on.d Monday.

Based on
7

edeterMined random or er, the subject would be

assigned to one of three groups: a no-practice contrdr'group

(C), a normal - practice group (NP),er a speed - practice grou.,

(SP). AlUsubjects took' a one-minute speed:..reading test on
-

.

the Monday of the.-week'they served. in the experiment, ,then if

subject -,was assigned to Group C, he or she would be
.

dismissed and-required to return for Thursday and Friday o

that week. Subjects assigned tO-Groups-.NP:and,SP moved

directly from the short speed7reading test to their.

appropriate practice grohp., Subjects in Group NP' spent

proximately one hour at each of the Monday, Tuesday, and

WedneSday.sessiOnS Xleteiiing to normal-rate recorded passages
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4 _

(the listening materials were neither skiMmed nor.

accelerated). Tests were given after some practice passages.

Subjects in Group, SP spent a comparable amount of time

listening to passages and being tested. However, their

.Iistening expeiiences focualed on skimmed and accelerated

presentations. All groups received the same testing

condition oh the fourth and fifth days of the experiment.

The practice and test activities took place in the same small
, 7

carpeted research room,,Ighich.wavlOcated off the mAfit,

traffic flote in the Psychology.:builsiing. The.retoraings were
- ).

.

,

played to subjects:through stereo headphones. to reduce

extraneous noise and 'distortion..

Suh ectit. A totalof..60 introductory psychology'

students served in this experiment
2.

. Twenty subjects were

randomly assigned to each.group. This number of subjects

alldwed fot equal representation of eachspecificpasaage.

under each. of -t
.be,:

five presentation.conditions. ,

2.

.An 'progress. This experimenC.coUid'Obt.becompleted during

the past Fall Semester due to.mechanical delays- in

approprlate.video displays of the:-passages.

,

,A parallel experiment in 'teadsing involving 60 i-uhjeCtais
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Results.

NumberCcisrrect. ,Thpee differentlYtypSsof'co4PrabensiQn

.:AuestiOns were asked for each test Passage. Each ty0e. of
.-

question appeared to discriminate',aMongconditi.o. ns, although
. ,

-,..
r

they did not appear to be equally sensitive:. Table 3
v

presents the mein number correct per test separately for-each

It will be recalled .that `Condition '0 is. a'.type of, question.

baseline control condition in which sUbjects were.asked to

ansvr 'the questions without the benefit of listening to the

:4propriate passage;' Subjects in this.xondition averaged

nearly six correct answers out of a possible score of 18

correct. Correct responding was highest f011owing.the

- normal, intact presentations,' and declined*Oystematically as

prese ation rate increased. This elation held for each

type, oft q:uesti'on, althOugh the range was restricted with the.

true-false questions. it should be .noted that performance

following the 500 wpm (Condition AS) preaentations-was well

above ths-chanCe level in.Condition'O:

Table 4 presents the mean total'number correct (combined

acro the three types of test items.) for each prattice group

AS a u.ncfion 'of presentation, condition: The, results appear

to be r asonablynconsistentlitor, each practiceiroup in

showiij that all listening conditions surpassed the

no-pre entstion dondition"(Condition 0) and in showing that

performance declines as presentation rate int eas'es.
P.

These

2 5



, .Table 3":
_

',7 .' .,,,
. , ,...

Wein -NUmber CorreCt as',. FUUcti"On Of Type 'Of.' ueation,
. , .

Listening.
Condition

N

S

AN

Test items

Multiple
Choice

True- .4hort
Answer

3.10

False

:4,52 3.26

4.21 2.91

4.14. 2.46-.

3,79 9.0:.

Total

5.95

12.20

:11:04.'

10.38
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_ .

:.

data were 'subjected t an analysls,pf:variance which
.;.. ..,

contrasted the simple' effeCts of4rsctitetrsatments (groups

c
, NP, and SP) at each test day istening condition

i

combinatinii; Overall; the- presentation conditions ( , N, a,

.AN,..and AS) had a pubstantial_effect on the number. of Correct
.,

Q

responses, F (4,.228) =:134.37-, p < ,01, MS' 5.31. There

was,aleo better perforMance on the second test day than on

.,the first test day, F'(1, 57).-= 22.41 , p g-Sle4-=

_

The interaction between presentatiOn.conditions and test days
.

was alsosignificant, F (4, 228? =4.18; p < MS =

Condition 0 was the only condition in which.perforMance on

Day 2 did not exceed. performance on Day. 1.. ,The three

practice groups did not differ at-any,pfthe 10 Combinations

. /
of test days and listening presentations conditions.

In view of the relatively high level of 'chance' ,

performance on true-false questions, the preceding analysis

was repee\ted with performance measures restricted to scores

on the multiple choice - and short answer questiOns. Table 5

presents the mean number tOrreCt forthese two types of test

items., Statistically, the same effects that were signifiCant

when true-false questions_ were included, were again found-to

be sig ifiCant. For the listening presentation condition'

.varia e, F (4:2428) = 127.25, p < MI6 =,3:3.6; for test

days F (1, 57) = 42.05, p < .01. MS = 3.31; and for the

interaction of these two variables, F , 22.8) =.5.63,15 <
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Table 4

Mean Number Correct on Multiple Choice

.Answer, encl.:True-False Questions,

Listening-COnditlons'

C

NP

SP

1

2

4.55

-. *6.05

5.60

5.80

6.70

5.50

Short

AS

10.40 8.30

12.25

, 11.45

13./5

13.15

12.60

11.10

11:..3A 9.35,
.

11.65 11.80

11.5.5 10,05.

12.40 .12,60.-

47.85

119..55-
It

9.50

10.30



Table 5

Mean Numbcr Correct- on Multiple Choice,
,

and Short Answer QweStions

Listening 'Conditions

Group Raiz 0

.,, C 1 3.15

NP

-

2. 2.80-

1 . 2.75

-2.85

3.40

2.40

7.40 6.1-5
t

, 7.60. * 6.75

.705 5.70 .

8.55 7.75

8.20' 7.00

8.10 8..30

AN AS-

-5.10 4.00
. ,

,

6.45 5.65

5.35' 3.85

-7.40 '6..603

5.00 .5:90

7.80 6.35
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.01, MS. = 4.38. In addition,, there Was anecomparison.in
,

which there was a significant difference as a function of

practice groups. For the AS condition .(5001 wpM) :and on the

;first test day, the, three practice groups differed signifi-

cantly, F (2, 57). - 4.31, <..05, MS
Te-

Subsequent'
:

pairwise ,,comparisons revealed that Group, SP, was supierior to

Group C, F (1, 57) 5.98, p < .05, and Group SP was superior

to Group NP, F (1, 57) =-6.93, p < .05. Groups C and NP did

otdiffer. Whatever'advantages in comprehending passages

presented' at wpm that resulted'froM three practice daYs

of speeelistehing were, quickly compensated for during the

.-first test. day, as the'threepractite group g didnot differ

an the second test day.
\

OP. -
In this experiment each subject was tested under each

-presentation Condition. Optimal performance.was obtained

:-.with the normal, intact preaentatiOna. Tables .6 and-7.

indicate the performance.levels-for each conditiontelative- ....

to how well subjects peiforted 'under .,zthe optiMA01 Condl't4on.

. (Condition N). For example, if a subject had 10 correct in

Condition N and 4 correct in Condition 0,.the.performance.

with Condition 0 Would be 40% of .the optinil level de-'

manstrated. Table :6 shows the relative performance levels

based on all test items, and Table 7 ihowi similar stores,
1

restricted to the multiple-choice arld short-answers :teat

... -



Table 6

ropoftiom Correct Relative to thellotmal Condition

Rased upon Multiple ChoiCe Short Answer,

and True.;-.Palae Questfons

Group

C

SP

Listening Conditions

RIX 0

1 .557 .

2 .494'

1 .489

2 ..438.

2

'.510

.436

.

S' :AN , AS

.885 .766 .706

.906 .857 .767

.900 7.8.1:6 .686

.886, .890 .796



Proportion Correot 'Relative to NNormal
.

Based Upon Mult. iPle,Choice and ShArt Answer .Questions

.

Group Day

1

,NP

2

1

LIStening Conditions'

0 S
MOM

..4i6 .831

.368 .888

.390 .808

AN

.689

As

.540

.849 .74'3

..546
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, items only. Group SP appears'to be consistent-in- stowing

.smallest relative loss 4n performance at the 500 wpm irate
.;

.(AS) but the 4ifferences-are small in magnitude..
- 1 -

: Efficiency, A meaningful way of evaluating speed.

the

listening procedures is in terms of efficiency. ,That.is,
.111

various presentation rateq-lbak,be.compared in terms of the

number correct obtained per unit of study time. The

.no presentation control condition is exclu4ed.froM,theie

comparisons. because it repktients a zero diudy' time conditiqn.

4 .

y
and one for Whichsno infOrmation was derived from listening.

. Tht efficiency scores ire!presented in TableS B.and19, with

the data, in Tiable 8. based .on' all. items and .the data in

Table 9 restricted to only the multiple choice anal Short

answer questions. It seems fairlyClearfroMj.these:,tOlte

that comprehension performance in terms, 94:i:efficiency :1,?aa:.

highest at. the 400 wpm and 50 wpm 1Presentationtatei,.

Discussion

With regard to the ;purpose of this prpjeCtthe

experiment Offerajaa* protise* of,interest to' ,

determine if skimmed versions of listening texts would be

comprehensible when 'presented at very fast ratis.f 4Sub5ects

who listened to these 500 Upm passages Clearly showed

evidence of comprehension.: They answered'ques-tions about the

material they listened to .With much griatir-success then



vi) had not IIsigned to the, passages V0,

also obvious that coMprehensign,perfor!ance-follOwing "Speed
e- -

listening" was,. well beloii ltvels . achieved -folloWinvioie'
,

. ,. c o n v e n ti b n a 1 listeni ng presentations. "However,. in terms o

Pei

.

.--
efficiency, :411e amount of information aCquired per .unit of

listening time was greater,. in the ePee(171:isteianig conditione.

,
One Major; surprise from thiS experiment was .. that prior

.

practice in speett.lisrenin tg ad 60 littliteffect. Group SP

showed 0T9.9' modest gains. as a Al8ying;hd4. three ,

hours Oft:;racrice with speed 'listening. The only:dfference .

of'among the practice groups . that reached; accepr4kble sigriifl

rice leVel0 involved the performance on the:'12 Multiple
Ls

_ , .

choice and Short answer guestions . On the first day Of
i

testing the 500. passagesUkS) the: SP group perforiea:.
.

better thin the .0 and NR groups. More powerful ,epfects 6f

;he .practice e*perience had ,been anricipatedp but since we ,

_

were %ab:ou.t how 'much.. practice wOuld:.be 'needed and

about what, sorts of 'practice experiences -Woutii,be criticel

Second :experiient was coileurienrlY:wirh the first
, -

experime0t4 The.sciidaelcokrfme*; was a Baited versier(,of
_ , . _

the first experiment in rhAt only the N and As cis

.COdditiOnso were Novi4e:ri isiiblecti(.were gtVen

y:08pproximatelyl6 hours of 'practice ±istening experience

,before, the final ,tests Were' red.
,



. .

EfficiencY SCores:' Average Number Correct P,er Minute
,

.,-
'of Study Time forAlulttple :02,61Ce- .Short jA0swe,,

'a d'Teme,qalseQuestions



is

Efficiency Scores: Average Number. Correct. per. Minute

Stuty Time For Multiple:, ..Choice -Qtkest,ib,ris

istening Conditions

NP

N

15 1.22

2 1.18 1.34 "...I:7"

AN AS

1.76 1.72

2:23 - 2,.44 c.
,

-r

-4*

,-2.84



S.

'Experiment '2

purpose Hof :Experiment 2 was to expand:.the vraCtice,

experience in speed' listening, both intimi-and,scope.

aperiod:of'approximately siX_weekt student,valuatrv

,aPii*red-athe labnratory'fbifbree one7hourissiOns:.per',,

6.blect6.-weee;-*Oren

tests with,AntaCeanCskiMige:piisaggi presented at' formal

rates, and with intact ands skimmid.Tassages presented it

variety of accelerated rates. ''Spe.cifie.cprattice passages

wet*:repeatid4o..thatiUbjeCts-had eiperience with speed

listeninutnjaMiliirisiiges: Three critical test days..
.

were included: in thesiX.Week session, witheach teit,dat6
...

A.nvolliimuthe :presentation 'and testing of four different
. .

1 .

,.:. passageso each pretented 1440be fir pt time. Om eadh, .

' %,

critical :test day two testl.pissagei were predenbecr,in!,,th.
,,.

(.about 180. wpm)J'and..two.test

. (,

pasiageswere?fpresented in the ikimmed'and acCelerated

,-,.;:versions,(500.wpm). .The first ,test day occurred at the first
t

.,
3-- - -....

.. . .

'session. without any practice listening. The second test

session occurred about midway through practice, after
A

approximately eight hours of speed-listening.practice. The

third test session took place at the final meeting following'

approximately 16 houri of speedtlisteninvpractice..

/4/



.

Materials. The same recorded passages And Stor answer.,

multiple choice,. and trueflSe quentions used fr EXperiment:,

o
.

: 1 were used !xperiment. In additio

essay question waa t frit" test qUeitiOn tsked following

eack.,Critical test passage. The..question asked 'subjects,

to identify;flin a titer narrative or oUtline fora 'the six

major points in the precedi'ng =passage.

There were .12 'critical test passages, with .four,,..
presented on each of' chef three critical test claYS. Nine Of

the, test passages frOm Experiment 1 see, Table 1) .were used

in this ekPeriMent , plus excerpts" frompaSsages entitled:.

The Arienal, :'The More Abundant Life," And,"On the Wagon,

The excerpt °from' , "Fi.t or Fat" was 'ibe only test pasiage frnM

Experiment ,1 that was not ,included as a test passage in

pxperiment The remaining '20 passages that had been

prepared,..for experiment 1 were used ac:practiCe" materials:

_Erotednres. The experiMent. was scheduiid to include 1'8

o e our sessions over a .six -week. period. The lirstiaile4,

any eighteenth, sessions were critical rear" sessions. All
,

Oth r sesnlons were practice sessions that included primiarity!

p rac t t ening , with addiiional time for dis cus ons,z and

tests. Aieo, 'the "Practice iiseening experience-s included

.
reriety of presentation- rates ranging. ficiin..nornial to 500,w
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t

and frequently involved listening- to 'the.. Same- story several
times (e.g. , -at different' PresentatiOn 'Speeds).- Of"' CoUrse,

teat passages were only usAd'. a 'single:. time on the deaignated'.

critic 1 test day.
.

D'ur g.test seasions each subject listened-to fou,x.
'...successive7paisages.'" .Af ter each passage., a . test was given
consisting of an eisay ciueStion :six short wer questionSs'

v ..six multiple.choice, question's, and six true-481*A qpetitiou's

At each session two Eof the psissages: were pretiented

intact and at the, normal speaking, rate _ -(.N) ;The* remaining'

two test passageei were presented ib the ,skinimed version and

at an accelerated rate that produced an effective IiIktening.
rate of 500 wpm (AS). Far 'half the subjects the test
passages were presented in an N, AS, AS,, N order, and for the

. .

other half they were presented in an AS,. N, N.,. #S 'order. .

Ea ch specific test passage was presented' equarlr often. under
N and AS. Conditions.

Subjects. Eighteen subje,cts participated
7experime2t.- Each subject served in All conditions (the Nand

cOn.ditionA\ and:.witho.ut practice, and f011Owirig., 8 anoi.,

16 11Ours .-of 'practice) i The experiMeneJitei, quasi- '

eiperiinentAl deiiign 1.iivcilvitii a single pretes.b-pOsttest
format.' It should be noted that ' the no- practice' "control," .'-

.. ,

.

6Olidition is represented by t.he pretest' perfO:rmaii6e 'and ; the



, .

..3'13,r-

ce

experimental practice dOnditiots are represented by 'the

secoid and thd,rdyposttest,stages. This'.design.NItOesthe
..,,

, - , .,
, - -. - go', .

ipterpretatiqrrof pretest-poittest hange open to

time - related -alternative fnterpretstions (in, addixiOD to ':.the

76ractmice eXperien,ci)', since the control condition was.,,
.

_

_

observed .nearIY,.three'or.isiX weekt pritir;:to-when the
.,"

experimentSinditionswere observed. TfilS-design:
,

-dpfhzulty was'.toAreted at,thili:jUnCrure'because of

exploratory imnhS6ii of the,retearch-. The:eigkteen:supletss.
m . ,

. . . .
, . . .

were enx-011etd ,introductory psychology classes'at,ttie

University, of1evada. Each subject received credit, towards
':.,''' 'I'. I '', ,. ;

.laborakOry.titimirement for they course 'pluS a ten dollar cas
, .

aufaid upon comp-reop 'of .the experiment.

Results,

;.Nunibercorre In
, s s

est wss;:given:pr '.63 the subjecis'receiving practicenrctice

this experfiemt the first critical

sessions. ThUi,,the flisttest day was compSratsle.to the

no0actine'cotircil group (C)' of Experimett The second

.and tl&tcl.iesti were administered. after speed-

isteninvpxktice :thus t=hese .test,seSsionS-Were comparable

.4to the $P groups of Experiment; 1 (only with a: lotier,

, ;

'eXtenvive practice eiperien,ce). The types l f test 'questions,

more

.

Were,the sime''between':experlienta with. addi -tion of `a
*.

six.-Point. essay queStion in experiment. The esiay.:



AnestiOns were scored without knowledgef_t e.preaentatiron
_
- - . . -

.

condition (N or AS) that preceded the lest. Table 10

kreien.teNthe mean nuMbercorrect for'eschtype of Oestion...

Again, .U.ipay be seen that each type Of'question-ditr

criminated betwoen N andl,AS'listening conditions, with

true,rfalie .questions again appearing :be ;tyke rilpist

sensitive. Statistical tes*s Willbe reported 60./:t4

combined'multiple choice, short answer, triierfalse

.,,
questions and- on only the multiple choice and short answer

. quest ons .to parallel tha'analyses from -Experiment 1.

(ie
-NoweVer, it sholAd be noted that inclusion of the 0..coresoa,.

_._
the easaY tests did not ,alter any statistical outcome dr

Conclusion'.from what is reported.

'The statistical' analyses on:. the number-Of correct

...responses. revealed Only one significant.effect4. Performance 4

4i

. . .

..-7 on the
.

.coMprehension testa following mormalrrate lietteping.
..%''' .,,,, -:-,,_ .

. . .

,.;i:.,.. _ . .:_,....
.

wOW:40Pieri-or to that following speed listening F-.(1. 17)-.
+0 '...,,

*---'
5Y,;.,1Pc-.1...,0i.l!pe = 21.90 for the multiple aivie, short

answer,.-a d truerfalse teats; ancLF (1 A7) 69.96 :p .< 01,
, .....

MS.e 12.88 f rthe-multipleHchOide and short answer

questions only. In,neither.:case was test performance

knfluendedby the'practice experience, and:more importantly;..

the speed- listening practice did not uniquely benefit

. performance on the speed - listening te4ts. r this experiment'

performante differences between the N and AS'conditions were



Table 10'

Mean Number Correct as aL' Function

Multiple
`Choice TrueFalse;;'''

N AS AS

Short;t
knswer Esaay,,

N AS N AS

Test 1 4.36 2.94 4.28 '4.00 " 3.39 1.64
(C)

Test 2 4:67 3.22 4.67 31,8'6.- 3.47_ 1.94

-(SP
1

)

Test 3 .36 3.14 4.44 4:14 3.47 1:86

-(SP
2

)

4

4.50 3.22

4.53 3.89;

4:42 3.53

A



. .

generally smaller after "the :.practice experience than'6efore

the practice experiente, however the magnitude of these

relative differences wras-quitAll4 The.' proportion correct:.sm
.

e
...;;;-

inl,the AS condition relativ to the level O f per formance.., " '

achieved-in the N condition for the.multip10 choice, short

inaWer V true.rliase questions was 47714 -f6t-tht-Ti-ittHttS-r;

fot-the second test', and .763 for:thethird tese.- For
7

the multiple choice and short. answer tests only, the

corresponding proportions: Ancr:.664:-

- -
:respectively. For all test scores i clUding::the essays,

groportipn CorreCt on the first AS test (relat.ive to-the

first.N test) was .714, .with values of ,745 tOt the second
_ -

critical tests, and 4773 for the third-critical'tests4

.Effickency. As 'weer:true-4U xperiment 1 ,the

perforMance in the AS condition produced.hightr efficiency

scores than performance In the N conditions.:, The,averatee

.for number correct per minute of,studY time are presented im

Table 11. Efficiency,scorti"Are presented: separately in this

Table,for the different combinations of test items that have

been reported

Discussion

Experiment-24 was consistent with Experiment 1 in

demonstiating iMpressive levels of performance on

comprehensive:tests :following-skimmed-accelerated listening

presentations at rates'of 500 wPm:' Subjects scored higher on

efficiency measures with the7AS presentations(than_with the N

43



\,.
Effitietcy Sa0e Average Number Correct Per Minute of Stpdy Time

Multipie Choice, Multiple Choice
Short Answer, iiird and .hort`. Answer
True - False. tele- Item%

N AS '41

Test 1 (C) 1.92. 1.81

Test 2 (SP])' 2:44., '4.01

4

Test 3 (SPV\./ 1.91 '55 4.06

f

Multiple Choiap,
-Answer, True

False, a n Ea a

Items

, 1:24

AS

2.04

2.30

.eik. 22

2.64

2.77.

2.62

AS

.5.25

5'.

.5;63



presentations'. -10verall',. the rapisi-presentatiOnates

vroduced_abont a 10% reduction in cbuipiehenel:en:(asfMeasured
- . .

by the ,present set of 'tests) compared to the Performanee

,'.1evelenchieved with the normal, littenin.vrates

4, O.ne major 'surprise in the.data7frem Experiment 2'witv.thq
. .

absence of.. practice effectsiThe reletielY impreeSive,

Ajevels .ol,performance folldwing_the''5.011 wpm presentations

were achielled without any prior exOrience with this-iy0e:

Ptteeentation'(e.g.,,nnorMal,fer itemi on, the

4.

first-test day compared to a level 'of.,7:7-X of -normal the

third test, day. after 'about 16 houre bf,prictice).- both

Exteriments 1 and 2 there were only ,Very small benefits

7demonstrated as a result of the practiCe listening

experiences,

Future Develcipmilkita,

Rather than presenting a general summary ena'aiecusSion
. ,

. .

of results, this linal,section'will be directeOokards a

,brief disusslonof future developments from_threvada'

Laboratory., A major concern we have is with a reexamination

and reevalution of .the practice eXperience:provide4:1n these

..experimente: '.The personal experiencesthe,,research tealiked

with speed listening; our intuitions; ancr'our contact with,

the literature lea us to.expect greater benefits from speed-

listening praCtice than what materialized. For .example, if

on the -_500 wpu passages control subjects could achieve 60% t

15



70% of the performance leVel *.d.hieved._on normal-rate.:
,

paSSages, then a ;-.well - practiced 'subject was ex'pect'ed to.Ybe

performing at BO% to gO% ofthe normal-ratel leyel. While

thete 044 ..conSistentrpattern-fWYoting the speed listening
.._r , :

practice groups, the differencea'4dre *Mall: and apatisOcally

-Significant on okly:.00. first test day in Ikperiment 1.
.

PerhapS our expectations were unrealisticor perhaps the
,

praptice,experience needs to b'e refined and developed more

,

progress
.

We currently have a.-study in progteSs that reptesentsa;:,

speed reading patallelto Experiment 4.- We believe this is

"
an important study to reportwith,Experiment11 for indirect

comparison purposes. ,,-With thesematetials and-procedutes,

have an estimate of the comprehension decrement-that results.

from veryrspid: 44atening-rates.: The reading experiment

represents an effort to obtain similar estimates f-dlldWing

visual study with conditions and procedureS thataPit9ximate

those used for ExperiMent 1. Based on our. vorking assumption

that common cognitive processes

,auding,,our expectation is that

are inVolved in reading and.

performance decrements due

.

to forced increases in ..reading 0reading tates 1,1-bt comparable
- ,.

what was shown for listening., It is. 11ticipated

reading experiment will be completed by:.the end of thi:_

6



The results:- .from bOtb niperlientsand shoWed _rather

impressivelevela of . perforMance following ltittening

piesentationsofskimmed aCcileratedpiatligetv*ut-500
.,

ForexamPle, in. EXperiment j on ole-Multiple choice and!tilhOrt

.

.shy' the 500 wpm presentations,

subjects averaged 68.42 o.f ,thenumber coTreot hieved

v.

following ehe.normal ritOresentat4ons: WithoUt,any study

(Condition 0) rthe,level perforMande was 37.1%

ImAkiew;Ol the fact tharsUbjecti must ha-4*.-heOrAirOiiising'

substantial amount of the informationpresenee-iit .500,44M,

AO may he worthwhile to push the...rate's:Upward to estimate

Where performance will 'break down to the point that the..very,

rapiAtate4.:Incipeed listening woUlcfrhi-no'hetterib.an no

input. Both the Aegreeof forced ekiiming-an-&.the.Tlyhick
g

.tes can be increased to ex,tend the effective presentation

rates (thatfit', with the present.Ttoc0iiiret-effeotiVe--rites

.between'600-inA 700 wpMmay be produced without too ouch

Aifficulty).

elk
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